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Grid is a distributed environment that integrates com-
puting, storage and other resources in order to enable
executionof applications that cannot be run on a single re-
source. Such environment requires advanced scheduling
system in order to efficiently execute users’ applications.
In this paper, we give an overview of issues related
to grid scheduling. We describe in details one of
the most mature solutions – Condor-G Matchmaking
mechanism. Furthermore, we propose our own approach
to building grid scheduling system based on Condor-G
Matchmaking.
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1. Introduction
Grid is a geographically distributed system that
enables integration of heterogeneous resources
needed for execution of complex, demanding
scientific and engineering applications. Inte-
gration of resources beyond boundaries of a sin-
gle organization also enables easier cooperation
among diverse scientists who work in different
geographical locations.
Gridmiddleware (GMW) is a set of services and
protocols that enable seamless integration of re-
sources in grid. It provides a layer of abstraction
that hides differences in underlying technolo-
gies (e.g. computer clusters, storage managers,
application services, etc.). Numerous standards
are being defined for grid protocols and ser-
vices, majority of them within Global Grid Fo-
rum (GGF) [5] organization. Basic functional-
ities of grid middleware are security, informa-
tion, job and data management. Most widely
used solutions that provide these basic function-
alities are Globus Toolkit [10] and UNICORE
[24].
Grid scheduling (also called superscheduling,
metascheduling and grid brokering) is one of
the advanced features of grid middleware. It is
defined as the process of scheduling jobs where
resources are distributed over multiple admin-
istrative domains [21]. Up to date, there is no
grid scheduling system that fully meets the re-
quirements that will be described in following
sections.
Execution of jobs in grid is shown in Figure 1.
It consists of the following activities:
• users submit their jobs described by using
a description language to the grid scheduler
(1),
Fig. 1. Grid scheduling architecture.
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• scheduler uses grid middlewares’ informa-
tion systems to discover and evaluate re-
sources (2),
• once the scheduler has defined where the
job will be executed, execution is started and
managed by using available grid middleware
components (e.g. job and data management
systems) (3).
Grid scheduling differentiates from classical
cluster batch scheduling in many ways. In case
of grid, a scheduler does not have full control
over resources, information about resources is
usually unreliable and stale, application behav-
ior is difficult to predict. All these reasons make
grid scheduling far more difficult to realize.
This paper is organized as follows. After short
introduction, in Section 2, we describe main is-
sues related to grid scheduling. In Section 3,
we describe how the Condor-G Matchmaking
can be used for grid scheduling. We describe
our grid environment in Section 4. In Section
5, we describe our proposed systems in detail.
Related work is described in Section 6. Conclu-
sions and future directions are given in Sections
7 and 8.
2. Grid Scheduling Issues
Due to the complexity of grid environment, grid
scheduling raises numerous issues. In this sec-
tion, we shortly describe the most important
issues that scheduling system should meet.
Today, there are many grid middlewares that
provide basic set of functionalities. Some of
them are implemented in accordance with grid
standards (e.g. Globus Toolkit 4.0) and some
have becomede facto standards (e.g.UNICORE
and Globus Toolkit 2.4). Grid scheduling sys-
tem should be able to utilize as many grid mid-
dlewares as possible. Here are some existing
solutions for particular subsystems:
• Security management: Globus Grid Secu-
rity Infrastructure (GSI) ([14]), UNICORE
Security, Virtual Organization Membership
Service (VOMS) ([25])
• Information systems: Globus Monitoring
and Discovery System (MDS) 2 and MDS 4
([11]), Ganglia ([5]), Network Weather Ser-
vice ([19])
• Jobmanagement: GlobusGrid Resource Al-
location and Management (GRAM) 2 and
GRAM 4 ([12]), UNICORE, Condor
• Datamanagement: GlobusGridFTP andRe-
liable FileTransfer (RFT) ([13]), UNICORE
File Management.
Ability to refresh proxy certificates in environ-
ments that utilize Globus Toolkit as grid mid-
dleware is preferred. The most widely used
solution to this problem is using MyProxy cre-
dential repository ([21]).
Grid scheduler should support various job types.
Basic types are serial and parallel jobs. Se-
rial job is an application that demands single
processor for execution. Parallel job requires
more than one processors for execution (typi-
cally MPI applications). Some of the complex
job types are job arrays and workflows. Job
array comprises multiple execution of the same
job (usually initialized with different parame-
ters) and the workflow is a set of dependent
tasks.
Standard and advanced functionalities of job
management system should be supported:
• Checkpointing – ability to store job’s cur-
rent state, which can be used afterwards to
reconstruct the job.
• Preemption – ability to evict one job from
one resource, in favor of another with higher
priority.
• Job migration – ability to dynamically move
active job from one resource to another.
• Rescheduling jobs on alternative resources.
This ability is important in cases when job
does not execute properly on specific re-
sources.
• Fault tolerance – ability to automatically re-
cover from job or resource failure.
• Advance reservation of resources for a spe-
cific period of time.
A scheduler should be capable of assigning pri-
orities to jobs and resources. In addition, re-
source owners should be able to define which
jobs they prefer. In the same way, users should
be able to rank the resources and request spe-
cific features (e.g. libraries or hardware capa-
bilities).
Users should be able to define custom schedul-
ing algorithms. Besides support for custom
algorithm development, most common algo-
rithms implementations should be provided.
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Scheduling system should make use of local
job management system’s advance reservations
mechanism. By using advance reservations,
grid execution system enables users to run their
applications in explicitly defined timeframe. In
addition, by using advance reservations, paral-
lel applications distributed over multiple clus-
ters can be guaranteed synchronous startup of
processes on all clusters.
A scheduler should take into account data lo-
cation and movement (dataaware scheduling)
and characteristics of network links. An exam-
ple of data-aware scheduling is assigning jobs
to resources closer to the data instead of moving
large data over network.
System scalability is very important due to
the nature of grid system. For example, grid
scheduling system should be capable of han-
dling continuous and massive load.
Detailed analysis of existing grid scheduling so-
lutions by using criteria described above is pre-
sented in [18]. The conclusion is that systems
GridWay ([16]) andCondorG satisfymost of the
features. In the remaining part of this article,
we will concentrate solely on Condor-G.
3. Condor
Condor [1] is a distributed environment devel-
oped at the University of Wisconsin, designed
for high throughput computing (HTC) and CPU
harvesting. CPU harvesting is a process of ex-
ploiting nondedicated computers (e.g. desktop
computers) when they are not used.
Condor architecture is shown in Figure 2. Heart
of the system is Condor Matchmaker. Users
describe their applications with ClassAds lan-
guage and submit them to Matchmaker. Clas-
sAds allows users to define custom attributes for
resources and jobs. On the other side, resources
publish information to Matchmaker. Condor
Matchmaker then matches job requests with
available resources.
Condor provides numerous advanced function-
alities described in Section 2, such as job arrays
and workflows support, checkpointing, job mi-
gration, rescheduling, fault recovery. It enables
users to define resource requirements and rank
resources and mechanism for transferring files
to/from remote machines.
Fig. 2. Condor architecture.
Although utilized for integration of resources,
Condor is intended to be used in smaller scale
environments and should be seen more as a local
jobmanagement system than a gridmiddleware.
3.1. Condor-G
Condor-G [5] is the Condor extension that en-
ables using Condor tools for submitting jobs to
grid. Currently supported gridmiddlewares are:
Globus Toolkit versions 2.4, 3 and 4, UNICORE
and NorduGrid. Additionally, Condor-G can
use MyProxy server for storing user credentials
in case of long running jobs.
However, Condor-G cannot schedule jobs, it
simply executes the job on remote resource by
using grid middleware. Condor-G Matchmak-
ing mechanism extends Condor-G with the abil-
ity to use matchmaking algorithm to schedule
jobs to grid.
Condor-G Matchmaking inherits almost all ad-
vantages of standardCondor system andCondor-
G. It enables job scheduling based on complex
job requirements. For example, a user can eas-
ily define specific requirements, such as storage
space required, required libraries, etc. In addi-
tion, a user can prefer specific set of resources to
others, by giving them a higher rank. Further-
more, using multiple Condor-G Matchmakers
are supported. This feature enables distribution
of workload, which is important for achieving
greater scalability of the system.
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One of the disadvantages of Condor-G Match-
making is lack of support for parallel jobs. In
current version users can submit parallel jobs,
however Condor-G Matchmaker will not be
aware of jobs parallelism. It will simply assume
that it is dealing with serial jobs. Furthermore,
there is no implicit data-aware scheduling, al-
though users can explicitly define resources,
closer to input data are preferred. Also, in cur-
rent version, it is not possible to define custom
scheduling algorithm.
Another issue is that Condor-G Matchmaking
lacks integration with grid information systems.
In order to use Condor-G Matchmaking, one
has to develop a custom system that will pro-
vide information about resources to Condor-G
Matchmaker.
4. CRO-GRID Grid Environment
CRO-GRID [2] is the Croatian national grid ini-
tiative that consists of three projects and aims
to build computational grid for science and
enterprise needs. CRO-GRID Infrastructure
project [3] is focused on building and maintain-
ing grid infrastructure. CRO-GRID Mediator
is developing serviceoriented grid middleware
components based on recent WSRF specifica-
tion. Four scientific applications are being de-
veloped for this grid within CRO-GRID Appli-
cation project.
At thismoment, CRO-GRID Infrastructure con-
sists of five clusters placed in institutes in four
cities. Local job management systems (JMS)
used on clusters are SunGrid Engine andTorque
with Maui scheduler. The network used for
CRO-GRID infrastructure is shown in Figure 3.
In cooperation with Giga CARNet project ([7]),
all links (besides the link to ETFOS cluster)
have gigabit bandwidth.
Currently, we are using three grid middlewares:
Globus Toolkit versions 2.4 and 4.0 and UNI-
CORE. General idea was to deploy all three
of them in order to gain practical experience
and allow developers of applications to decide
which one provides the best functionalities. Be-
sides basic grid middleware, we deployed nu-
merous additional services, such as GridSphere
grid portal ([15]), MyProxy credential storage,
Nagios monitoring system ([19]), etc.
Fig. 3. CRO-GRID Infrastructure network.
At the same time, we want to provide users
with the unique interface for submitting jobs to
all three middlewares. By providing such in-
terface, we could transparently choose between
grid middlewares. In addition, such interface
should enable resource owners to decide which
grid middleware to use. It should also enable
easy integration of resources from other grids.
5. CRO-GRID Condor-G Matchmaking
Approach
After thorough investigation of existing grid
scheduling systems ([18]) we decided to uti-
lize Condor-G Matchmaking mechanism. Our
rationale is the following. First, it meets most
of the requirements described in Section 2. The
most important requirement for us is the sup-
port for multiple grid middlewares. Second, it
creates unique interface described in Section 4.
The basic idea is to utilize grid information
systems (GIS) that are part of deployed grid
middlewares. The information about available
computational resources is retrieved from GIS
and published to Condor-G Matchmaker. Once
the resource state is changed, Publisher updates
the Condor-G Matchmaker.
All this is completely transparent for the user.
The user submits the job as it would be sub-
mitted to a standard Condor system. Once the
match is made, Condor-G submits the job by
using appropriate grid middleware.
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The proposed system is currently in operational
testing stage. Once the performance testing
phase is finished, the system will be offered
for use in CRO-GRID grid infrastructure. De-
tails about our components and current state of
development are described in the following sub-
sections.
5.1. Proposed Architecture
The architecture of proposed scheduling system
based on Condor-G Matchmaking is presented
in Figures 4 and 5. The first figure presents
central part of system and the second depicts
the system from the user’s aspect.
Fig. 4. CRO-GRID Condor-G Matchmaking (central
part).
Central side of our system consists of three com-
ponents: GIS Adapter, Publisher and CondorG
Matchmakers. Publisher is responsible for pro-
viding information to Condor-G Matchmakers.
GIS adapters enable Publisher to pull informa-
tion from a particular type of GIS. We utilize
Condor-G Matchmaking ability to use multiple
Condor-G Matchmakers in order to accomplish
greater scalability.
The user’s perspective is shown in Figure 5. The
user describes the job with ClassAds as in stan-
dard Condor system and uses Condor tools to
submit it (1). Condor-G matchmaker assigns
Fig. 5. CRO-GRID Condor-G Matchmaking (the user’s
perspective).
a set of grid resources to the job for execu-
tion. Condor-G utilizes appropriate underlying
grid middleware components to execute the job
(2). If needed, Condor-G enables refreshing of
user’s certificate by using MyProxy server (3).
Our User interface component enables the user
to retrieve additional, grid-specific information
about the job.
5.2. Publisher
Publisher component is responsible for publish-
ing information gathered from available GIS to
Condor-G Matchmaker.
Special issue with Publisher is timing. The pe-
riod between two publishing events (publish pe-
riod) has to be tightly correlated with Condor-G
Matchmaking scheduling period and GIS re-
fresh period. Publish period has to be smaller
than scheduling period, otherwise Condor-G
Matchmaker will use stale information. On the
other hand, publish period has to be longer than
GIS period, otherwise stale information will be
published.
As shown in Figure 4, Publisher is deployed in-
dependently of both GIS and Condor-G Match-
maker. Service itself does not require signif-
icant resources. Resource information can be
published to multiple Condor-G Matchmakers.
If that is the case, Publisher usually deploys
close to the GIS interface (e.g. on the same
server as GIS central service).
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5.3. GIS Adapter
GIS Adapter is the component responsible for
interpreting data from particular type of GIS.
Publisher uses it for retrieving information from
GIS.
Complexity of GIS Adapter depends on the in-
formation system (e.g. type of the API it pro-
vides, type of the format it uses, etc.). Currently
we support Globus MDS2 and MDS4. In case
of MDS2, we developed an adapter that can
parse data in LDAP form. In case of MDS4,
data is stored in XML form.
New GIS Adapters for additional information
systems can be easily developed. By providing
new Adapters, one can add support for other
grid middlewares.
5.4. User Interface
Since the Condor tools do not provide exten-
sive information about Condor-G Matchmak-
ing, we developed wrappers around Condor
tools. Client interface enables the user to see
where the job is executed, which grid middle-
ware is used and to get the job’s status.
5.5. Advantages
By relying on GIS, we eliminate the need for
the following components: resource adapters,
sensor management and information manage-
ment. We do not have to develop adapters for
gathering information from each resource type
(e.g. various local job management systems:
Sun Grid Engine, Condor, etc). Next, we do
not need to implement mechanisms and proto-
cols for controlling sensors that collect infor-
mation on individual resources. Last, but not
least, grid information systems have to contain
subsystems for management of the gathered in-
formation. Also, by eliminating these compo-
nents we avoid introducing additional load to
the resources.
As all grid middlewares need to have some sort
of information system, we find that our ap-
proach will always be applicable.
5.6. Drawbacks
Existing GIS solutions such as Globus MDS2,
MDS4 or R-GMA usually do not provide rich
set of information about particular resources.
Information is often limited to the set that each
type of resource can provide. However, unreli-
ability and lack of information are basic char-
acteristics of grid systems.
6. Related Work
Because of its many advantages, Condor-G and
Condor-G Matchmaking mechanisms are used
by many grid projects.
EGEE’s gLite ([8]) and its preceding project
European DataGrid Project (EDG) ([4]) utilize
Condor-G for submitting jobs in the Workload
Management System (WMS). In this case, en-
tire complex system is built around Condor-G.
Therefore, the usage of WMS requires instal-
lation of additional gLite’s components. Main
difference is that our approach is much more
lightweight and can be deployed by using exist-
ing grid technologies: Condor, Globus Toolkit,
UNICORE and MyProxy.
Condor-G Matchmaking is used by many grid
projects such as Grid X1 ([15]) and SAMGrid
([22]). Major difference between these ap-
proaches is that in their case information is gath-
ered directly from the resources instead from
GIS. In subsection 5.5 we described negative
aspects of such approach.
7. Conclusion
Seamless job execution management is extre-
mely important capability of computational grid.
As we see it, today’s systems are not mature
enough for end users to use them extensively.
Another issue of existing systems is limited grid
middleware support. In order for scheduling
system to be widely adopted, it should support
as many grid middlewares as possible.
In this article, we propose scheduling system
based on one of the most mature solutions –
Condor-GMatchmakingmechanism. Main fea-
tures of our approach are: full utilization of all
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Condor-G functionalities, ability to extract in-
formation from diverse sources and ability to
transparently switch between grid middlewares.
8. Future Work
We are planning to extend Publisher with the
ability to utilize multiple grid information sys-
tems to retrieve different type of information
about the same resource. By combining in-
formation, Publisher will be able to provide
more accurate and detailed information about
resources.
In future, we are also planning to extend our
system in the following directions:
• Integrating proposed system intoGridSphere
grid portal environment in order to provide
user-friendly interface.
• Extending the set of resource attributes pub-
lished to Condor-G Matchmaker.
• Extending the set of supported grid informa-
tion systems.
• Investigating approaches for managing par-
allel jobs.
• Integrating data scheduling service Storkwith
existing solution.
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